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As we enter the deep submicron era, the number of transistors integrated on die is exponentially increased.

While the additional transistors largely boost the processor performance, a repugnant side effect caused by

the evolution is the ever-rising power consumption and chip temperature. It is widely acknowledged that

the shortage of power supplied to a processor will be a major hazard to sustain the generational perfor-

mance scaling, if the processor design is to follow the conventional approach. To utilize the on-chip resources

in an efficient manner, computer architects need to consider new design paradigms that effectively lever-

age the advantages of modern semiconductor technology. In this paper, we address this issue by exploiting

the device-heterogeneity and two-fold asymmetry in the processor manufacturing. We conduct a thorough

investigation on these design patterns from different evaluation perspectives including performance, energy-

efficiency, and cost-efficiency. Our observations can provide insightful guidance to the design of future pro-

cessors.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Processor manufacturers have been able to double transistor

count and performance for each new product generation in past

decades, as predicted by Moore’s Law. However, as we enter the

deep submicron era, the continuous decrease of the transistor sup-

ply and threshold voltage at each new technology node, known as

Dennard Scaling has stalled [18,28], leading to an ever-increasing

power density on modern processors. On the other hand, the max-

imum processor power consumption should always be enclosed

within a reasonable envelope, regardless of manufacturing tech-

nology due to physical constraints such as heat dissipation and

power delivery. Given these limitations, a large portion of the

integrated transistors on a future processor must be signif-

icantly underclocked or even turned off in order to satisfy

power constraints and maintain a safe working temperature.

This phenomenon, which has been termed “dark silicon” [18], is

recognized as one of the most critical constraints preventing us
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rom obtaining commensurate performance benefits from increasing

he number of transistors.

The problem might become exacerbated as Moore’s Law con-

inues to dominate processor development. According to the ITRS

oadmap [5], the percentage of the chip that cannot be turned on

s exponentially expanding with each generation, and up to 93% of

ll transistors on a chip would be forced inactive in a few years from

ow. Therefore, seeking new design dimensions to efficiently utilize

hip-level resources including power and area is important for us to

btain sustainable performance improvements in the future. In this

aper, we conduct a comprehensive assessment of new design di-

ensions with special concentration on heterogeneity in the early

tage of processor manufacturing.

Our target processor is a chip multiprocessor (CMP) with a fixed

ower and area budget. The first dimension that will be evaluated

s device heterogeneity. Since the gap between power requirement

nd supply capability is essentially caused by the slow improve-

ent in a Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS)

evice’s switch power, emerging low-power materials might be

sed to fabricate processors in order to illuminate the dark area.

owever, many power-saving devices manufactured with nano-

echnology manifest a series of drawbacks such as long switch

elay [21]. Due to this limitation, it is inappropriate to use such

evices to completely replace the traditional CMOS in processor
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anufacturing. Instead, integrating cores made of different materials

n the same die emerges as an attractive design option. A few works

ave justified the feasibility of a hybrid-device CMP at the circuit level

24,31,33]. On the other hand, architectural heterogeneity (e.g., includ-

ng both big and small cores on a processor) has proven to be an ef-

ective way to improve energy efficiency [25]. Therefore, jointly ap-

lying device and architectural heterogeneity becomes a promising

ption compared to conventional designs, hence the second design

imension “two-fold heterogeneity”. The third aspect considered in

his study is the operating voltage/frequency (v/f) of processors since

t significantly impacts the processor power and thermal character-

stics. Finally, the last factor that will be taken into consideration is

recently proposed technique “computational sprinting” [28] which

llows the system to temporarily exceed the thermal-design power

onstraint in a burst fashion. In general, by evaluating the described

imensions in detail, we attempt to summarize a set of “principles”

hat can guide the design of processors in the next generation and

eyond. The following is a list of the main observations made in this

tudy.

• We demonstrate that the on-chip resources can be more effi-

ciently utilized by using diverse materials in the chip fabrication.

By integrating more cores made of slower power-saving devices

and less cores built with faster yet power-consuming devices,

more processor cores can be booted up, thus delivering better

energy- and cost-efficiency.

• We explore processor designs with two-fold heterogeneity with

regards to both manufacturing devices and core architectures. We

show that by building complex out-of-order cores using power-

saving devices while in conjunction with small in-order cores us-

ing relatively power-consuming material, we are able to deliver

extra energy- and cost-efficiency benefits.

• We examine the impact of the voltage/frequency setting on the

overall performance, energy- and cost-efficiency of the target

processor. Our evaluations demonstrate that the most promis-

ing design pattern remains the same (i.e., building big cores with

power-saving devices and small cores with faster devices) al-

though appropriately setting the operating voltage/frequency can

effectively increase the performance and efficiency of other con-

figurations.

• We enable the computational sprinting technique on the target

system and investigate its implication on the design pattern selec-

tion. The results show that this technique is capable of delivering

better performance and execution efficiencies than regular con-

figurations. Moreover, as for the distribution of the extra power in

the sprinting phase, an “even” distribution (i.e., increase the fre-

quency of all cores by an amount) is more preferable than “priori-

tized” distribution which gives all extra power to a few cores (e.g.,

the big cores).

. Related work

The problem of power supply shortage for activating transis-

ors (i.e., dark silicon) emerges as an increasingly important issue

hat jeopardizes the scaling of Moore’s Law in the deep submicron

ra and beyond. For this reason, researchers recently started to in-

estigate this problem and propose several solutions. Esmaeilzadeh

t al. [18] use an analytical model to predict processor scaling for

he next few generations and show that the percentage of unused

ransistors will be expanding as manufacturing technology keeps

hrinking. Turakhia et al. [36] propose an iterative optimization

ased approach to investigate the optimal number of cores of each

ype with given area and power budget for heterogeneous CMPs,

here cores with different architectures are made of identical

evices. Hardavellas et al. [19] pay specific attention to the server

rocessors and perform an exploration of throughput-oriented
rocessors. Systems built with near-threshold voltage processors

NTV) [14] are also effective approaches.

As for the hybrid device study, Saripalli et al. [31] discuss the

easibility of technology-heterogeneous cores and demonstrate the

esign of mix-device memory. Wu et al. [38] presents the advan-

age of hybrid-device cache. Kultursay [24] and Swaminathan [33] re-

pectively introduce a few runtime schemes to improve performance

nd energy efficiency on CMOS-TFET hybrid CMPs. Our work deviates

rom the aforementioned in that we conduct a more comprehensive

tudy in the early stage of processor manufacturing. We propose to

tilize architectural and device heterogeneity simultaneously to op-

imally utilize the on-chip resources and balance the performance,

nergy consumption and total cost. Additionally, in comparison to

ur previous work [42], this study extends the investigation to more

mportant design factors and aims at drawing more comprehensive

onclusions.

. Methodology

.1. Metrics

In this section, we describe metrics for the evaluation of different

onfigurations. Note that we characterize multiple aspects including

erformance, energy efficiency, thermal features and cost-efficiency

or each design configuration in order to make a comprehensive in-

estigation.

We choose the total execution time for performance evaluation.

or energy-efficiency and thermal features, we use energy-delay

roduct (ED) and peak temperature for assessment. Besides these

hree extensively discussed metrics, we also include cost-efficiency

s the fourth factor for investigation. In this work, we mainly con-

entrate on the operating cost which is essentially determined by

he temperature during execution. The cost efficiency is defined as

IPS/dollar, a widely used metric in computer engineering studies

hat quantifies the efficiency in delivering performance at a specific

ost [6,37,38]. The cooling cost is computed based on a model intro-

uced in a prior work [41]:

cooling = Kct + c (1)

Note that both Kc and c are cooling cost parameters. Kc is a co-

fficient associated with the temperature and c is a fitted parameter

ependent on the temperature range as well. In general, this cost is

etermined by the peak temperature achieved during execution. Note

hat Kc is a variable which is highly related to the steady tempera-

ure. High temperature t corresponds to a larger coefficient Kc and

esults in higher cooling cost consequently. Characterizing the cost-

fficiency is necessary for computer architects to identify the optimal

esign configurations, thus deserving careful consideration.

.2. Simulation environment and workloads

We use a modified SESC [29], a widely used cycle-accurate simu-

ator for architectural study, to conduct our investigation. We choose

cPat 1.0 [26] for power and area estimation and Hotspot 5.0 [32]

or temperature calculation. Note that we assume the technology is

2 nm in this work, thus we set the system budget based on an Intel

vy Bridge processor [3]. The area of the target chip should not exceed

00 mm2 and the maximal power consumption is 60 W.

Recall that our design space includes configurations which in-

egrate both big and small cores on the same chip. For this pur-

ose, we assume a complex out-of-order core and a simple in-order

ore whose parameters are summarized from recent commercial pro-

essors [3,4,20] and are listed in Table 1. Given these conditions,
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Table 1

Architectural parameters for system components.

Component Parameter Value

Big core Pipeline type Out-of-order

Processor width 4

ALU/FPU 4/4

ROB/RF 160/160

L1I cache size 32 KB

L1D cache size 32 KB

L1 associativity 4

Area 7.6 mm2

Peak power 5.6 W (High-K at 3.0 G)

4.8 W (NEMS-CMOS)

Small core Pipeline type In-order

Processor width 1

ALU/FPU 1/1

L1I cache size 8 KB

L1D cache size 8 KB

L1 associativity 2

Area 1.97 mm2

Peak power 1.1 W (High-K at 3.0 G)

0.8 W (NEMS-CMOS)

Other parameters L2 cache size 4 MB

L2 associativity 8

Cache block size 32 B

L2 area 3 mm2/MB

L2 power 0.8 W/MB

Interconnect area 4mm2

Interconnect power 5 W

Other SOC components area 23 mm2

Other SOC components power 11 W

Technology 22 nm

Voltage/frequency (High-K) 1.1 V/3.0 GHz

0.95 V/2.5 GHz

Total chip area 100mm2

TDP 60 W

Technology 22 nm
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Table 2

Selected applications for simulation.

Category

Benchmark

suite Applications (Kernels)

Homogeneous SPLASH-2 Barnes, FMM, Radix, Raytrace,

Water-spatial, waterNS

PARSEC Blackscholes, Swaptions

ALPBench MPGDec, MPGEnc

Heterogeneous Computation-

intensive

h264, dealII, namd, spcrand, sjeng,

omnetpp, gobmk, hmmer, bzip2

Memory-

intensive

mcf, libquantum, milc, leslie3d, perlbench,

lbm, soplex, astar
the number of cores that can be accommodated is determined by the

following expressions:

Area constraint : Nb × Ab + Ns × As + Aall other ≤ 100 (2)

Power constraint : Nb × Pb + Ns × Ps + Pall other ≤ 60 (3)

where variables Nb and Ns denote the number of big cores and num-

ber of small cores respectively. Constants Ab and Pb indicate the area

and peak power for a big core as listed in Table 1. Similar interpreta-

tions apply to other symbols such as As and Ps .

Note that conducting a comprehensive exploration of such com-

plex heterogeneous chip multiprocessor systems will inevitably in-

troduce several non-trivial issues that deserves careful investigation.

First, calculating the cost-efficiency necessitates temperature estima-

tion which is highly dependent on the chip layout. For each architec-

tural configuration in this paper, we evaluate four types of layouts

which pair or scatter the core/L2 in different fashion as described in

[27], and choose the one leading to the lowest average temperature

as the final target design.

The second issue is to choose an appropriate set of applications

for the evaluation. The workloads used in the study are based on

the specific architecture in study. When both big and small cores

are integrated, we consider “heterogeneous” workloads to be more

appropriate for the investigation and thus use combinations of pro-

grams from SPEC CPU 2006 for the evaluations; on the other hand,

for architectural configurations that are identical across all cores

(in the study of device heterogeneity), multi-threaded programs are

also used for the assessment. For parallel applications, the num-

ber of threads for execution always equals to the core count of

the underlying CMP and all programs are executed until comple-

tion in order to guarantee that identical tasks are performed. We
hoose a total of 10 programs from SPLASH-2, PARSEC [7] and ALP-

ench for the simulation. The reason for not including other work-

oads is that their intrinsic characteristics (e.g., requiring 2 n threads)

rohibit the execution on many configurations. As for the SPEC mixes,

ach of them includes 30 individual programs (the maximum core

ount in all evaluated configurations). We simulate 100 million in-

tructions after fast-forwarding the initial 1.5 billion for each indi-

idual program within a mix. This also ensures that identical tasks

re performed across different configurations. Note that when the

ore count is less than 30, part of programs will be launched after

ome cores finish their tasks assigned earlier. A subtle issue that de-

erves more description is the thread-to-core mapping when a multi-

rogram workload run on a heterogeneous chip multi-processor. We

dopt a recently proposed heterogeneity-aware scheduler [12] and

pply it to this study for all multi-program executions. By doing so,

e expect the reported performance and efficiencies associated with

ach design configuration represent its full potential. Therefore, the

onclusions drawn from the observation would be more convinc-

ng. Also, considering that program features such as memory inten-

ity determine the computation efficiency on heterogeneous CMPs,

e briefly classify the programs from SPEC CPU 2006 into two cate-

ories, namely computation-intensive and memory-intensive, based

n their L2 miss ratios. Table 2 lists all selected benchmarks used in

his study.

. Device Heterogeneity

.1. New devices and architectural implication

The slight improvement in transistor power density is caused

y the physical characteristics of metal–oxide–semiconductor field-

ffect transistors (MOSFET). Due to this limitation, it is intuitive to

ecognize that breakthroughs in semiconductor technology are the

olution to the power shortage problem. In this work, we consider

wo representative devices, namely High-K dielectric [1,2] and hybrid

ano-electro-mechanical-switch-CMOS (NEMS-CMOS) [9–11] for the

nvestigation.

.1.1. High-K dielectric

High-K dielectric refers to a device that replaces the silicon diox-

de in semiconductor manufacturing. It is capable of greatly suppress-

ng the gate leakage compared to conventional devices. This makes

igh-K dielectric a promising material for future processor’s manu-

acturing given that gate leakage is observed to be an increasingly

mportant leakage mechanism with the continuous MOSFET down-

caling [8,15,39]. As introduced by many leading semiconductor man-

facturers, High-K is likely to be the de-facto choice for deep sub-

icron fabrication [1,2].

.1.2. NEMS-CMOS

The NEMS material, on the other hand, is built as a physical

witch and thus not limited by the drawbacks of MOSFET. Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a typical NEMS device.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic OR gate used for SPICE simulation.

Table 3

Features of materials considered in this work.

Material Features

High-K Reduce leakage power to 20% of the dynamic power

NEMS-CMOS OR gate: 20% higher delay, reducing 60% switching power

SRAM cell: 25% higher delay, saving 85% leakage energy
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isualizes the architecture of a typical NEM device. As illustrated in

he figure, the device consists of a movable beam which is connected

o the source, gate and drain electrode. The movement of the beam

s determined by the balance between: (1) the electrostatic force that

ulls the beam toward the gate, and (2) the elastic force of the bended

eam. When the voltage between the gate and the source reaches a

hreshold value (i.e., the pull-in voltage), the electrostatic force be-

ins to exceed the elastic force. Consequently, the beam contacts the

rain, forming a conductive channel between the source and drain.

n the other hand, the beam is physically separated from the drain

hen the device is in the “off” state. This endows the material with

promising near-zero-leakage feature. However, the NEMS material

emonstrates a significantly longer switch delay compared to con-

entional devices [21]. To benefit from the zero-leakage feature man-

fested by NEMS, researchers propose to combine NEMS and CMOS

ogether and make a more attractive device. Recent studies have

emonstrated the effectiveness of this hybrid device in reducing en-

rgy in different scenarios [9,10,13,12,17,35,40]. In this work, we adopt

he NEMS-CMOS design proposed in [13] and consider it as the sec-

nd material for processor manufacturing. Note that the power and

erformance features of this hybrid NEMS-CMOS device given in [13]

re derived at 90 nm technology. Though no 22 nm NEM switch has

een fabricated, it is the belief of the community that 22 nm NEMS

evices will be realized in the near future [5,9,16,40]. We extrapolate

rom projections of the hybrid device to assert that the overall perfor-

ance/power metrics of the material are still achievable at a 22 nm

cale.

Another issue that needs to be considered is the operating fre-

uency of NEMS device because it may be constrained by the me-

hanical component. However, recent studies have presented the

esign and applications of NEMS device in GHz range [22,34],

hich eliminates the concern on the operating frequency and con-

rms that NEMS device can be used in future high-performance

rocessors.

To project the performance of a 22 nm NEM transistor, we use

caling techniques based on [34] by adjusting the component param-

ters such as the beam and air gap dimensions to control the on-state

urrent (I on) and off-state leakage current (I off). The I on and I off

an be projected following the approach in [10] which predicts the

erformance of NEM transistors at 65 nm technology by scaling the

ap and beam thickness. We adopt a similar strategy to conduct the

rojection at 22 nm scale using the values reported in [10,40], both

uggesting that the leakage current of NEMs devices has decreased

ignificantly since the 90 nm simulations.

As for the power features, we use SPICE to prove that the hybrid

EMS/CMOS device proposed in [13] can offer the same power im-

rovements over purely CMOS design as long as the ratio of NEMS

o CMOS leakage current is the same or less than was used in [13].

he schematic of the dynamic OR gate used for the simulation is

hown in Fig. 2 . Note that this assumption on the ratio is fairly

easonable considering the significantly decreased leakage power on

EM transistors manufactured with technology newer than 90 nm

10,40].
Based on these analyses, we can safely conclude that the perfor-

ance/power feature of the hybrid NEMS/CMOS device proposed in

13] is still achievable at 22 nm technology node. Table 3 lists the im-

ortant features of two materials considered in this study [1,13,21].

ote that the percentage of savings for both materials are with re-

pect to standard CMOS process. As can be noted from the table,

EMS-CMOS and High-K materials deliver distinct tradeoff between

erformance and power, implying that an appropriate combination

f High-K cores and NEMS-CMOS cores on the same chip would pro-

uce a processor that works more efficiently than a CMP using one

evice exclusively. Furthermore, it is important to note that our inves-

igations in this work can be generalized to scenarios where different

evices are used. For instance, Tunnel-FET (TFET) cannot match the

erformance of CMOS under normal voltage, but it is beneficial for

ower saving [31], thus introducing similar trade-offs between per-

ormance and power.

.2. Results analysis

.2.1. Performance and energy efficiency

We consider two categories of CMPs to characterize the impact of

evice selection. The first group of chip-multiprocessors is composed

f big out-of-order cores while the ratio of High-K cores to NEMS-

MOS cores is varying. Based on the power and area constraints de-

icted in Section 3.2, the total number of big cores that can be ac-

ommodated on die is either 7 or 8. When all cores are manufactured

ith High-K, the power constraint restricts the maximal number of

ores to be 7 although there is enough space for an extra core; as

ore NEMS-CMOS cores are integrated to replace High-K cores, the

rea constraint becomes the determinative factor and confines the

ore count to be 8. In contrast, when all cores are small in-order ones,

he core count is always limited by the area constraint and should not

xceed 30.

We run both multi-threaded and multi-program workloads

ith these configurations for evaluation. Fig. 3(a) plots the aver-

ge performance, energy, and energy-efficiency of multi-threaded

nd computation-intensive multi-program workloads. The nota-

ion xH_yN means a total of x High-K cores and y NEMS-CMOS

ores are installed. Also recall that the performance is measured

n execution time, thus smaller values indicate better performance.

s can be observed, in the “big” category, the execution time
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Fig. 3. Execution results of multi-threaded applications and computation-intensive “heterogeneous” workloads running on mix-device CMPs: (a) average execution time and ED

(b) average peak temperature and cost efficiency.
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gradually increases at first and demonstrates a significant reduction

from 4H_3N to 3H_5N, after which the curve rises again. The reason

for the performance degradation (e.g., from 7H_0N to 4H_3N, and the

segment between 3H_5N and 0H_8N) is that NEMS-CMOS cores ex-

ecute at a lower rate than their High-K counterparts; therefore, in-

creasing the number of NEMS-CMOS cores tends to increase the over-

all execution time. The performance improvement at 3H_5N comes

from the extra core in this configuration, with which the applications

are executed with one more thread. As for the “small” category, the

execution time gradually increases as more NEMS-CMOS cores are

included since the core count is fixed to 30 irrespective of the manu-

facturing device.

The energy consumption demonstrates a different variation from

the performance change. In the big core category, the total energy dis-

sipation is generally decreased as more power-saving NEMS-CMOS

cores are integrated. This is because the average per-core power con-

sumption is reduced and it outweighs the performance degradation

introduced by the slower cores. In addition, similar to the trend of

performance variation, there is a reverse change from the 4H_3N

to 3H_5N configuration. The reason of the energy increment at this

point is that the total power increase outweighs the performance

benefit, thus leading to slight more energy consumption. The trend in

the small core category is relatively more stable. Generally speaking,

including more small cores is helpful to save the total energy despite

the execution time gradually increases.

The energy-efficiency variation is similar to the change of en-

ergy consumption. In general, the energy-delay product is decreas-

ing as more NEMS-CMOS cores are added. This is because that

the energy saving from the NEMS-CMOS cores outweighs the cor-

responding performance degradation while running these applica-

tions, thus using more such cores is beneficial to improving the

energy-efficiency. The only exception is observed at the switch from

1H_7N to 0H_8N in the “big” category (or 2H_28N to 0H_30N
 t
n “small”), where the energy-delay demonstrates a slight increase.

his is due to the fact that the performance degradation contributes

ore to the variation of ED for programs with long serial phase.

his is particularly noticeable for multi-threaded applications. With

he 0H_8N configuration, the sequential stages are executed on the

EMS-CMOS cores, thus resulting in significant performance loss

nd higher ED. We also examine the execution of memory-intensive

ulti-program workloads. The evaluation results generally corrob-

rate the effectiveness of device heterogeneity in delivering better

erformance-energy tradeoff.

In summary, for a CMP which only consists of big cores, including

elatively more NEMS-CMOS cores and a few faster High-K cores is

referable to building a chip with processor cores made entirely using

single device. For the small-core-oriented architecture, the highest

nergy-efficiency is delivered by the configuration 2H_28N, meaning

he optimal balance between performance and energy consumption

s also achieved on a CMP with a large number of NEMS-CMOS cores

nd a few High-K cores.

.2.2. Thermal feature and cost efficiency

Peak temperature and cost-efficiency are another two impor-

ant metrics to evaluate a design configuration. We demonstrate

he results of these two features for the proposed configurations

n Fig. 3(b). As shown in the figure, the temperature drops signif-

cantly as we employ more power-saving NEMS-CMOS big cores.

herefore, the coolest chip is the one where all cores are manufac-

ured with NEMS-CMOS. With respect to cost-efficiency, lower tem-

erature results in a lower cooling cost. This means that we are

ssentially trading off “performance” for “low cost” when we re-

lace a NEMS-CMOS core for a High-K core. In this scenario, the

ost-efficiency reaches the peak value at 1H_7N where the per-

ormance and cost can be optimally balanced. Note that the in-

rement of cost-efficiency from 4H_3N to 3H_5N is resulted from

he performance boost. The curve corresponding to the “small”
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ategory is smoother. This is because the in-order cores consume

uch less power than the big cores and thus generate less heat. This

esults in relatively mild temperature variation across configurations.

he cost-efficiency does not have a large variance when we change

anufacturing devices. Nevertheless, it is still reasonable to conclude

hat hybrid-device CMPs outperform chips built with a single device

lone.

.2.3. Case study

To further understand the performance scaling trend shown in

ig. 3, we choose a representative application (MPGEnc) from the pro-

ram set for analysis and demonstrate the results in Fig. 4. Note that

e only show the results of using CMPs with big cores. The MPGEnc

enchmark implements a parallel version of MPEG-2 encoder. In this

pplication, the threads are forked and joined at the beginning and

nd of each frame. Each thread is responsible for encoding a set of

acroblocks of a frame while thread 0 always operates on its dedi-

ated buffer. The tasks assigned to each thread are not identical, thus

he time spent by each thread will vary. Plot (a) demonstrates the

erformance and ED scaling while Plot (b) shows the active cycles of

ach core during the execution of this program with four configura-

ions. The total execution time is determined by the main thread run-

ing on the first processor (P0), and the performance of the parallel

tage can be estimated from the active cycles of P1. Since the num-

er of threads is increased from 7 to 8, the 3H_5N configuration takes

uch less time than 4H_3N to finish the encoding due to acceleration

n parallel stage, hence the remarkable performance improvement at

H_5N. For the latter three configurations where the core counts are

dentical, the performance degradation is caused by decreasing the

umber of faster cores (High-K). For example, the 1H_7N organiza-

ion includes only one High-K core (P0) while three such cores are

quipped in 3H_5N; as a consequence, the parallel stage needs more

ime to complete on the CMP configured as 1H_7N, thus lowering the

verall performance. On the other hand, the performance degrada-

ion from 1H_7N to 0H_8N essentially stems from the slow execution

f the sequential stage. This is especially critical for programs with

ong initialization and finalization.

. Two-fold heterogeneity

.1. Performance, energy, and energy efficiency

Prior studies have demonstrated the advantages of architec-

urally asymmetrical chip multi-processors for energy-efficiency

mprovement. In light of these advantages, it is natural for us

o consider a design pattern in which both device-heterogeneity

nd architectural asymmetry are jointly adopted, hence the name

two-fold heterogeneity”. In this section, we consider a set of

onfigurations where both the material and complexities are
Fig. 4. Execution information of MPGEnc: (a) execution time and ED (b)
ifferent among integrated cores. We assess two kinds of organiza-

ions: one with big High-K cores and small NEMS-CMOS cores and

ice versa.

Fig. 5(a) plots the performance scaling of computation-intensive

rograms with these two design patterns. The upper labels on the

orizontal axis correspond to the first architecture in which big cores

re made of High-K and small cores are manufactured with NEMS-

MOS (mix0 or xHB_yNS); accordingly, the lower labels correspond

o the opposite architecture which includes big NEMS-CMOS and

mall High-K processors (mix1 or xNB_yHS). As can be observed, con-

gurations from the second category, namely xNB_yHS, always out-

erform their counterparts from the first category. This can be ex-

lained by two aspects. First, since NEMS-CMOS cores are relatively

ower-saving, the second design pattern accommodates more pro-

essors when the core count is power-limited. For this reason, the to-

al number of cores is larger in the xNB_yHS designs, thus these con-

gurations take shorter time to finish executing the program combi-

ation. This corresponds to the scenarios where the number of big

ores is no smaller than 6. Second, as the constraining factor shifts

rom power to chip area, the core counts in both design patterns be-

ome identical (from 5B_11S). In this situation, the global execution

ime basically depends on the performance of small cores as they are

n the majority. For instance, in the 2B_23S configuration, how fast

he programs run on small cores determines the overall performance

n essence, because the number of small cores is remarkably larger

han that of big cores. Since those in-order processors are made of

igh-K, the chips designed with the second pattern still offer better

erformance.

The energy consumption for the two sets of design options are

hown in Fig. 5(b). In general, the variations of the two curves are

ot monotonic. Processors designed with the mix1 pattern con-

ume less energy than the counterparts in mix0 when the num-

er of big cores is between 3 and 7, while mix0 design options

re more energy-saving when the number of big cores is no more

han 2. Among all the evaluated options, the 4NB_15HS in the mix1

ategory turns out to be the optimal configuration from the en-

rgy consumption perspective. Fig. 5(c) demonstrates the variation

f the energy-efficiency for the same program set running with con-

idered configurations. Note that the interplay between the per-

ormance/energy of different cores makes the ED variation non-

onotonic. For both blending patterns, we note that the energy-

elay product gradually decreases at first until the minimal value is

eached at 4NB_15HS, after which the efficiency is decreasing. More

pecifically, the xNB_yHS delivers better energy-efficiency than the

HB_yNS when the configuration is varied from 8 big cores to 3 big

ores. This is due to the shorter execution time and lesser energy con-

umption on big NEMS-CMOS cores. As small cores begin dominat-

ng the chip in 2B_23S and beyond, their relatively large energy con-

umptions mitigates the performance benefits and make the ED rise

gain.
per-core active cycles while running with selected configurations.
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Fig. 5. Execution results of computation-intensive workloads running on mix-device heterogeneous CMPs: (a) execution time, (b) energy consumption, (c) energy-delay product,

(c) peak temperature and cost-efficiency and (e) average core utilization.
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.2. Thermal feature, cost efficiency, and utilization degree

Fig. 5(d) plots the peak temperature and cost-efficiency of these

wo-fold heterogeneous CMPs while running computation-intensive

orkloads. As we have observed previously, NEMS-CMOS cores re-

ult in lower temperature than High-K cores and small cores are

uch cooler than big ones. Consequently, the second design pat-

ern (i.e., xNB_yHS) tends to be cooler than its alternative (xHB_yNS),

ecause the hotspot on die which is usually located in the out-of-

rder processor has lower temperature. Recall that the xNB_yHS also

elivers better performance. Therefore, its cost-efficiency is signifi-

antly higher than that offered by xHB_yNS configurations. As can

e seen, for computation-intensive workloads, the cost-efficiency

eaches the peak value at 7NB_3HS configuration, which improves

he efficiency by 20.9% compared to the 7HB_0NS case. For memory-

ntensive workloads, (graphs not shown due to space limitation),

he optimal configuration outperforms the baseline case by up to

6.7%. In conclusion, our observations made in this section demon-

trate that the mix1 design paradigm (xNB_yHS, or big NEMS-

MOS cores along with small High-K cores) stands as the optimum

mong all evaluated configurations, since it can more efficiently

alance the execution performance, energy consumption, and total

ost.

For a chip-multiprocessor that integrates a large number of cores,

he core utilization degree is another important metric to evalu-

te the execution behavior. Inefficient usage of the computation

esources may lead to longer execution time and lower energy-

cost-efficiency. As we mentioned in Section 3.2, we employ a re-

ent proposed heterogeneity-aware scheduler on the target platform

o utilize all cores in an effective and balanced fashion. Fig. 5(e)

lots the average core utilization of all design points while run-

ing computation-intensive workloads. As can be observed, all de-

ign points from the mix0 and mix1 category reach a utilization de-

ree above 75% while the peak utilization is greater than 90%, im-

lying that no cores stay idle for long time. However, configurations

alling to the mix1 category generally demonstrates slightly higher

tilization than those from mix0. This is because the performance

ifference between the architectural big and small cores in mix1 is

elatively smaller (i.e., big cores are built with slower NEMS-CMOS

evice). Another interesting observation is that on CMPs where small

ores dominate (e.g., 2HB_23NS, 1NB_27HS), the average utilization is

bviously lower. This is because the computation-intensive programs

re assigned to run on the big cores more frequently, leading to rel-

tively lower utilization on small cores. Nevertheless, the utilization

esult demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed heterogeneous

esign pattern.

We have shown that mixed-device heterogeneous CMPs are bene-

cial for improving the energy- and cost-efficiency for computation-

ntensive workloads. Now let us shift our concentration to memory-

ntensive workloads in order to further justify the conclusion that

he design paradigm mix1 is globally optimal. Fig. 6(a) shows the

erformance comparison between mix0 and mix1. Generally, we ob-

erve a similar trend that the mix1 design paradigm is more prefer-

ble than mix0 by delivering better performance. However, com-

ared with the scaling behavior shown in Fig. 5(a), Fig. 6(a) demon-

trates that memory-intensive workloads favor more small cores,

ence favoring a larger total number of cores, for shorter execu-

ion time. The reason is that running memory-bound programs on

ig cores will not significantly accelerate the execution as opposed

o computation-intensive workloads. Therefore, executing more pro-

rams concurrently can effectively reduce the time for complet-

ng all tasks compared to running them sequentially on a few big

ores. To more clearly demonstrate the difference across all con-

gurations and illustrate the benefit of two-fold heterogeneity, we

hoose the most energy-efficient configurations from five design
atterns, namely High-K for all cores, mix0, mix1, and NEMS-CMOS

or all cores, and make comparison among these material-dependent

ptima. As can be seen from Fig. 6(b), the most energy-efficient

onfiguration in the mix1 category outperforms the optimal High-

CMP by 17% in energy-efficiency with a less than 4% performance

oss. We also make the comparison for computation-intensive pro-

rams and draw a similar conclusion that mix1 demonstrates re-

arkable benefits over other design patterns in terms of energy-

fficiency.

Fig. 7 plots the thermal and cost-efficiency results for memory-

ntensive workloads running on mixed-device heterogeneous CMPs.

ot surprisingly, the mix1 design paradigm results in a cooler

hip than mix0 in most cases, thus delivering up to 66.7% higher

ost-efficiency compared to the baseline configuration. Our con-

lusion is that building big out-of-order cores with NEMS-CMOS

nd manufacturing small in-order cores with High-K is able to

chieve the optimal balance between performance, energy con-

umption, and total cost also holds for the memory-intensive

pplications.

.3. Case study

The average results demonstrated in prior subsections show the

eneral trend of performance/efficiency variation with different de-

ign configurations. However, it is also worthwhile to take a closer

ook at the scaling at a finer granularity to further understand the un-

erlying rationale. In this subsection, we will focus on two workloads

nd use their execution results to exemplify the correlation between

orkload characteristics and configuration selection.

In order to make a more thorough investigation, we concen-

rate on memory-intensive multi-program workloads for analysis in

his subsection given that a case study based on a representative

omputation-intensive multi-threaded application is shown in Sec-

ion 4.2.3. While the two workloads used for analysis are both cate-

orized as memory-intensive, they differ in the off-chip memory ac-

ess intensity, implying that their sensitivities to the core count/type

ariation are different. For simplicity, we use MWL1 and MWL2 to de-

ote the two workloads respectively. MWL1 is composed of the ap-

lications with high L2 miss rates, and each of them issues notably

igher off-chip memory accesses than the applications included in

WL2.

Fig. 8 shows the performance, energy-efficiency and cost-

fficiency of these two workloads when they are executed on con-

gurations of the mix1 design pattern. As can be seen, the consensus

f the scaling trends of MWL1 and MWL2 is that they both prefer exe-

uting on processors with relatively more cores instead of a few pow-

rful big cores. This is similar to the observation made in Fig. 6 which

emonstrates the average results. The reason is given in Section 5.2.

owever, MWL2 performs better with the configurations to the right

nd of the curve, i.e., CMPs with more cores, while the optimal con-

guration for MWL1 has relatively fewer cores. This is not hard to un-

erstand considering the workload characteristics described above.

ince each individual program in MWL1 generates substantial off-

hip memory requests, the shared bus is likely to get congested while

here are more active cores (i.e., more simultaneously running pro-

rams). In this situation, appropriately reducing the number of cores

s beneficial alleviating the bus congestion and leads to a better bal-

nce between concurrency and shared resource utilization. On the

ontrary, MWL2 favors more cores because the benefit from higher

arallelism outweighs the degradation due to bus contention. Never-

heless, this does not change our conclusion drawn from Sections 5.1

nd 5.2 that two-fold heterogeneity can more effectively utilize the

ower and area resources.
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Fig. 6. Execution information for memory-intensive workloads running on mix-device heterogeneous CMPs: (a) execution time and (b) comparison among material-dependent

optimal configurations.

Fig. 7. Peak temperature and cost-efficiency of memory-intensive workloads running on mix-device heterogeneous CMPs.

Fig. 8. Execution results of two memory-intensive workloads running on mix1 mix-device heterogeneous CMPs: (a) execution time, (b) energy-delay product and (c) cost-

efficiency.
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6. Exploiting heterogeneity under varying voltage/frequency

The analysis made in previous sections all assumes a single volt-

age/frequency on both types of cores. However, considering the

strong correlation between the operating point (i.e., v/f pair) and

the performance, power and temperature on the target processor,

it is essential for us to further evaluate the design patterns by
aking the operating voltage/frequency into account for a thorough

nvestigation. To highlight the necessity of such assessments, let us

ecall the features of High-K and NEMS-CMOS for a brief compar-

son. As can be derived from Table 3, compared to a High-K core,

NEMS-CMOS core operated at the same supply voltage might

rovide impressive power saving with less than 30% performance

egradation when executing certain workloads. Also, the relatively
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arge power consumption of High-K big cores results in a CMP with

ewer cores integrated in many configurations (e.g., 7HB_0NS in

ix0). These could result in a biased preference on the NEMS-CMOS

evice. Therefore in this section, we assess another v/f level for High-

cores in order to conduct a fair comparison. Note that the study pre-

ented in this section is performed under two conditions. First, we do

ot change the voltage/frequency setting for NEMS-CMOS cores be-

ause that the performance of NEMS material tends to be limited by

ts mechanical structure, which is out of the scope of this paper. Sec-

nd, for the purpose of clarity, we only change the operating points

n big cores since their power consumption usually contributes more

o the total power.

We conduct the new assessment on two-fold heterogeneous

MPs. To ensure that the entire chip area can be effectively utilized

ithout violating the power constraint, we lower the operating volt-

ge/frequency of High-K big cores to 0.95 V/2.5 G [30], at which the

otal power consumption just meets the power budget while no area

s left inactive. We use mix2 to denote this set of configurations.

Fig. 9(a) plots the variation of energy-efficiency while

omputation-intensive workloads are running with different con-

gurations. Note that it is more reasonable to use the energy-delay

quared product (ED2) for energy efficiency evaluation when volt-

ge/frequency scaling is taken into consideration [23], therefore we

emonstrate the plot of ED2 for all the evaluated configurations.

s can be observed, the mix1 design pattern still outperforms all

ther configurations by delivering the lowest ED2 at 6NB_7HS.

his corroborates our conclusion drawn in the previous section

hat building big cores with NEMS-CMOS while manufacturing

mall cores with High-K is a promising design pattern. On the

ther hand, appropriately setting the operating voltage/frequency

n a CMP following the HB_NS paradigm is effective to increase

ts energy-efficiency. Specific to the configurations in mix2, we

bserve that the ED2 values are significantly smaller than those

orresponding to the mix0 CMPs. This is attributed to the con-

iderable reduction in dynamic power of big cores. Moreover,

hen the number of big cores is greater than 5, the mix2 design
ig. 9. Execution results of computation-intensive workloads running on mix-device heter

ormance and ED2 comparison among material-dependent optimal configurations and (c) p

onfigurations.
attern can accommodate more cores than mix0, thus shortening

he total execution time. As the big core count keeps decreasing, the

MP is gradually dominated by small cores. Therefore, the overall

nergy-efficiencies achieved on mix2 CMPs converge to those of

ix0 processors (e.g., 2HB_23NS to 0HB_30NS).

We also make comparison among the material-dependent opti-

al configurations of the five design patterns, namely High-K for all

ores, mix0, mix1, mix2, and NEMS-CMOS for all cores. We normal-

ze the execution time and ED2 to those corresponding to the op-

imal High-K processor and demonstrate the result in Fig. 9(b). As

an be observed, the CMP 6NB_7HS with mix2 design pattern obvi-

usly outperforms all other design options from the energy-efficiency

erspective. As for the HB_NS configurations, those with High-K big

ores running at 2.5 GHz deliver better energy-efficiency than those

rom mix0 when the big core count is no more than 5. This is due

o the significant power savings on big cores running at a lower

requency. When the number of NEMS-CMOS small cores becomes

verwhelming, the energy-efficiency of mix0 and mix2 design op-

ions becomes comparable. However, both mix0 and mix2 configura-

ions trail mix1in terms of energy-efficiency in most cases. We also

tudy the memory-intensive workloads and observe a similar phe-

omenon. Therefore, we can make the following conclusion based on

he investigations: building big cores with a comparatively power-

aving material (NEMS-CMOS) and manufacturing small cores with

aster High-K device (i.e., mix1 or NB_HS) is the most attractive de-

ign paradigm. For the alternative pattern HB_NS, appropriately set-

ing the voltage/frequency of High-K cores according to the workload

eatures is necessary to yield better usage of the on-chip resources.

The conclusion also holds from the perspective of thermal fea-

ure and cost-efficiency. To demonstrate this, we identify the most

ost-efficient configurations from the five design patterns and plot

heir respective efficiencies and peak temperatures in Fig. 9(c). We

o not show the specific temperature/efficiency-configuration curve

or the purpose of clarity. As can be noted from the figure, the

ptimal configuration from mix1 (with respect to cost-efficiency)

emarkably surpasses its competitors by leading to the most
ogeneous CMPs with varying operating voltage/frequency: (a) average ED2, (b) per-

eak temperature and cost-efficiency comparison among material-dependent optimal
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desirable balance between performance and cost due to the low

temperature on the big cores. For CMPs with HB_NS architec-

ture, decreasing the operating point on High-K big cores is able

to cool down the entire chip; however, it still trails the optimal

configuration in mix1. In general, the NB_HS (mix1) stands as the

most promising paradigm to effectively utilize the on-chip physical

resources.

7. Optimal design configuration with computational sprinting

As we introduced in Section 1, the ever-widening gap between

the processor power requirement and insufficient supply forces tran-

sistors to either operate at a low voltage/frequency or is able to ac-

tivate only a portion of transistors at a time. Computational sprint-

ing [28] is proposed to alleviate this problem by breaking the TDP

limit in a burst fashion. By employing appropriate materials with high

thermal capacitance and integrating a well-designed heat spread-

ing network, a computational sprinting enabled system is capable

of “illuminating” all transistors temporarily or overclocking the ac-

tive cores within a short execution period, in order to increase the

system responsiveness without causing irrecoverable reliability is-

sues due to exceeding TDP. Obviously, involving this technique will

impact the performance and efficiencies of the underlying hard-

ware because the number of active cores and core types can be

different from that under regular operating condition. In this sec-

tion, we apply the computational sprinting technique to our tar-

get processor and observe its implication on the design pattern

selection.

Given the investigations conducted in previous sections, we will

apply computational sprinting on the xNB_yHS design paradigm

since it delivers the best trade-off among the important design goals

in general. We adopt the design strategy introduced in [28] to config-

ure our target system with computational sprinting capability. Specif-

ically, we assume that phase-change material is used for heat storage

while the heat spreading and power distribution network proposed

in [28] are integrated. Note that our simulation platform is modi-

fied accordingly to mimic these changes. The system is able to pro-

vide 10 W extra power for a 0.5 s bursty execution period. In other

words, the maximal power consumption of the system can be up

to 70 W for a short time. Considering that all dark area can be uti-

lized with the xNB_yHS design pattern (i.e., mix1 paradigm), we will

use the extra power to overclock the running cores. We feed this

value into our power model and derive the sprinting configurations

as listed in Table 4. Note that these configurations are categorized

into two groups. The first group of settings boost all processor cores

in an even fashion such that the frequency of each core is increased

by the same amount. With this setting, all cores can be sprinted to

3.12 GHz. In the second group, we prioritize the big cores by further

increasing their frequencies while keeping the remaining cores un-

changed. By doing so, up to 4 big cores can be overclocked to 3.2 GHz.

Meanwhile, all other cores are still running at 3 GHz. Note that on

CMPs from 3NB_19HS to 0NB_30HS where integrates relatively few

big cores, we alternatively give all power to small cores and up to 12

small cores can be overclocked to 3.2 GHz. In the following paragraph,
Table 4

Configurations with computational sprinting.

Category Configuration

Even distribution (mix3) All cores are boosted to 3.12 GHz

Prioritized distribution

(mix4)

4 big NEMS-CMOS big cores are overclocked to

3.2 GHz bursty (from 8NB_0HS to 4NB_15HS)

12 High-K small cores are boosted to 3.2 GHz

bursty (from 3NB_19HS to 0NB_30HS)

m
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e
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e refer the first group of configurations as mix3 and the second

roup as mix4.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the performance, energy consumption,

nergy-efficiency, and cost-efficiency while running computation-

ntensive workloads on all xNB_yHS processors. This corresponds to

ll configurations from mix1, mix3 and mix4 categories. We do not

nclude the mix2 category for comparison since mix1 outperforms

ix2 by delivering better performance and efficiencies as presented

n Section 7. Note that ED2 is used for energy-efficiency evaluation

ince different frequencies are involved in the experiments [22]. We

rst make a comparison between computational-sprinting-enabled

rocessors (i.e., mix3 and mix4) and processors running under reg-

lar conditions (mix1). Unsurprisingly, all processors from mix3 and

ix4 outperform those from mix1 from the performance perspective.

his essentially confirms the effectiveness of computational sprint-

ng which aims to increase the system responsiveness by exceed-

ng the TDP and boosting core frequencies temporarily. On the other

and, the energy consumption and energy-efficiency both show non-

onotonic variation in all three groups of configurations. Note that

one of these three design paradigms show a consistent advantage in

erms of lower energy consumption (or smaller energy-delay squared

roduct) than the other two, because the relative saving in execution

ime and power consumption is varying across the configurations.

or example, in the big core dominant platforms (e.g., 7NB_3HS), the

erformance boost from computational sprinting outweighs the in-

rease in power consumption, thus mix3/mix4 processors consume

ess energy and delivers better energy-efficiency than mix1. How-

ver, this is not the case in configurations such as 3NB_19HS, since

he performance improvement from sprinting is not able to mit-

gate its larger power consumption. Nevertheless, we should note

hat the most energy-efficient configurations (i.e., those leading to

he smallest energy-delay product) from mix3/mix4 still outper-

orm that from mix1, meaning that appropriate configurations with

omputational sprinting can improve the energy-efficiency. More-

ver, the most energy-efficient configurations in mix3 and mix4 are

NB_3HS and 8NB_0HS respectively while the optimal one in mix1

s 4NB_15HS. This implies that integrating more big cores is prefer-

ble in computational sprinting enabled systems. This is reasonable

onsidering that computation-intensive workloads are used in this

valuation, since those workloads are able to obtain more benefits

rom big cores. On the other hand, the cost-efficiency variations of

ix3 and mix4 show a similar trend as that of mix1. It initially rises

radually to the peak value and then decreases. This is due to a

imilar reason that the optimal trade-off between the performance

nd total cost is achieved at that particular point as discussed in

ection 5.2.

It is not surprising to see that computational sprinting enabled

rocessors display an obvious advantage over regular processors.

owever, it is also interesting to compare mix3 and mix4 in or-

er to understand the most efficient way to distribute the extra

ower among all cores. Therefore, in this paragraph, we concen-

rate on the comparison of mix3 and mix4 because they repre-

ent two typical approaches to distribute power for overclocking.

s can be observed from Fig. 10(a), the 8NB_0HS configuration in

ix4 (i.e., 4 big cores run at 3.2 GHz in bursty fashion) results

n the shortest execution time among all options. This is also be-

ause computation-intensive workloads are able to get more ben-

fits from the accelerated big cores. As the configurations shift

o small-core dominant patterns such as 3NB_19HS, the mix3 de-

ign shows its advantage by taking less time to complete the

orkload because most cores are running faster than the counter-

arts in mix4. However, the mix3 design paradigm shows a con-

istent advantage over mix4 from the energy perspective. More

pecifically, the 7NB_3HS in mix3 configuration consumes the least
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Fig. 10. Execution results of computation-intensive “heterogeneous” workloads running on xNB_yHS CMP with computation sprinting capability: (a) execution time, (b) energy

consumption, (c) ED2 and (d) cost efficiency.
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nergy for the workload execution and delivers the optimal energy-

fficiency. This is mainly because of its relatively short execution

ime and lower average power. When the number of small cores is

radually increasing, the total execution time is significantly pro-

onged and results in the increase of energy consumption and energy-

elay product. As for the cost-efficiency, the highest value is de-

ivered at 6NB_7HS in the mix3 category. Note that while the best

erformance is achieved at 8NB_0HS in mix 4, its high cooling

ost due to the four overclocked big cores (3.2 GHz) largely miti-

ates the performance benefit and results in relatively lower cost-

fficiency.

We also run memory-intensive workloads and conduct the

ame investigation. We observe that the optimal energy- and cost-

fficiency are also given by configurations from mix3, while small-

ore dominant configurations are preferred due to higher thread-

evel parallelism. Therefore, based on the aforementioned analy-

is, we can make a conclusion that employing the computational

printing technique provides noticeable benefits by boosting the

erformance and execution efficiencies compared to regular situa-

ions. In addition, spreading the extra power to all cores in a ho-

ogenous fashion is a better option than distributing it among a

ew powerful cores in order to deliver higher energy- and cost-

fficiency.

. Conclusion

As dark silicon has begun to hazard the scaling of Moore’s Law

nd prohibits us benefiting from the increasing number of transis-

ors, new design technologies are in high demand to address this

roblem. This is especially important in the early stage of proces-

or manufacturing where issues such as architectural organization

nd device selections need to be carefully considered. For this pur-

ose, our work evaluates a series of design configurations by ex-

loiting the device heterogeneity and architectural asymmetry in the
rocessor manufacturing. Our evaluation results demonstrate that

uilding heterogeneous chip multiprocessors with different ma-

erials is more preferable than conventional designs since it

an efficiently utilize chip level resources and deliver the op-

imal balance among performance, energy consumption and

ost.
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